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Majorana bound states are zero-energy modes localized at the ends of a one-dimensional (1D)
topological superconductor. Introducing disorder usually increases the Majorana localization length,
until eventually inducing a topological phase transition to a trivial phase. In this work we show
that in some cases weak disorder causes the Majorana localization length to decrease, making the
topological phase more robust. Increasing the disorder further eventually leads to a change of trend
and to a phase transition to a trivial phase. Interestingly the transition occurs at ξ0  l, where l
is the disorder mean-free path and ξ0 is the localization length in the clean limit. Our results are
particularly relevant to a 1D topological superconductors formed in planar Josephson junctions.
Introduction.— Understanding the effect of the un-
avoidable disorder on the topological superconducting
phase is of great interest. Of particular interest is the ef-
fect of disorder on the localization length of the boundary
modes - the zero-energy Majorana bound states (MBSs),
and the critical strength at which disorder induces a tran-
sition to a trivial state.
The effect of disorder on the spinless p-wave supercon-
ductor [1, 2], which is the canonical model for a topo-
logical superconductor (TSC) [3–6], has been studied
by Motrunich et al. [7] and by Brouwer et al. [8]. It
was found that disorder causes the Majorana localiza-
tion length, ξ, to increase monotonically according to
1/ξ = 1/ξ0 − 1/2l, with ξ0 being the localization length
(or coherence length) in the clean limit, and l being the
mean free path due to impurity scattering. At the crit-
ical disorder strength, lc = ξ0/2, the localization length
diverges and the system goes through a phase transition
to a trivial phase. Accordingly, the critical mean-free
time τc is determined by the excitation gap of the clean
system, τ−1c = 2Egap.
Rieder et al. [9] extended the treatment of the disor-
dered p-wave superconductor from a single-channel to a
multi-channel 1D system (see also [10, 11]). At weak-
enough disorder the behavior is similar to the single-
channel case with a monotonically-increasing ξ , diverg-
ing at the topological-to-trivial phase transition. How-
ever, as the disorder is increased even further, the sys-
tem goes through a series of multiple phase transitions
between trivial and topological phases at l(n)c = nξ0/(N+
1), for n = 1, 2, . . . N, with N being the number of con-
ducting channels.
In this paper we study the effect of disorder on a sys-
tem that realizes a one-dimensional topological supercon-
ductor: a planar Josephson junction, implemented in a
Rashba two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), and sub-
ject to an in-plane magnetic field [12–15] (see Fig. 1).
We find that in this system weak potential disorder
causes the localization length of the MBS to decrease
[see. Fig. 1(d)]. For strong disorder, the trend eventually
reverses and the localization length begins to increase un-
til finally diverging at the transition to the trivial phase.
Importantly, this transition occurs at a critical disorder
strength, τ−1c , which is typically much larger than the
gap of the clean system.
By studying a more general low-energy model for a
multi-channel TSC [see Fig. 2(a)], we show that disor-
der can cause the Majorana localization length to either
increase or decrease, depending on the relative phases
of the pairing potentials in different channels, and the
structure of the inter-channel impurity scattering [see
also Fig. 2(b-c)]. Scattering between modes of equal-
phase pairing potential increases the “effective” pairing
gap, while scattering between modes of opposite-phase
potentials decreases the effective gap. In particular, due
to the p-wave nature of the pairing within each channel,
intra-channel backscattering always decreases the effec-
tive gap, and de-localizes the MBS.
We find that the enhancement of localization by weak
potential disorder in the planar Josephson junction is in-
timately connected to the structure of the low-energy
excitations that are confined to the junction. The ex-
citations are characterized by a longitudinal momentum
kx. The spectrum is gapped, and the smallest gap is
at large kx, close the Fermi momenta of the 2DEG [13].
At these kx’s spin-orbit coupling (SOC) dominates over
the Zeeman field, causing the spins of opposite-momenta
modes in each channel to be oppositely polarized, thereby
suppressing the detrimental intra-channel backscatter-
ing [16]. Furthermore, we find that disorder effectively
increases the gap of the large-momentum channels. At
low-momentum, on the other hand, Zeeman field domi-
nates over SOC, allowing for intra-channel backscatter-
ing which decreases the effective gap. Weak disorder then
increases the large momentum gap and enhances local-
ization. As disorder is increased, the trend changes when
the gaps at small and large momentum become equal,
since it is the smallest of the gaps that determines the
localization length (see also Fig. 3).
We begin by presenting the results of a numerical anal-
ysis of the disordered planar Josephson junction, focus-
ing on the behavior of the Majorana localization length
as a function of the disorder strength. We then move on
to consider a more general low-energy model of a multi-
channel TSC. Finally, we construct a simplified model of
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2the planar Josephson junction which qualitatively repro-
duces its behavior, as observed numerically.
Numerical analysis of the planar Josephson junc-
tion.— We consider a planar Josephson junction, con-
sisting of two conventional SCs in proximity to a Rashba-
spin-orbit-coupled 2DEG [15]. The superconductors are
separated by a distance W , and are of length Lx in the
x direction, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). It was theoretically
shown that by applying an in-plane magnetic field and
controlling the phase bias of the junction, the junction
can realize a 1D TSC [12, 13].
In the presence of impurity-potential disorder, this sys-
tem is described by the following Hamiltonian
H =
[
− ∇
2
2me
− µ(y) + U(x, y)− iα (σy∂x − σx∂y)
]
τz
+ EZ(y)σx + Re[∆(y)]τx − Im[∆(y)]τy,
(1)
where me is the effective electron mass in the 2DEG,
µ(y) = µJθ(w/2 − |y|) + µSCθ(|y| − w/2) is the chemi-
cal potential, with µJ (µSC) being its value in the junc-
tion (below the superconductors), α is the Rashba spin-
orbit coupling coefficient, EZ(y) = EZ,Jθ(w/2 − |y|) +
EZ,SCθ(|y| − w/2) is the Zeeman splitting due to the in-
plane magnetic field, with EZ,J (EZ,SC) being its val-
ues in the junction (below the superconductors), and
∆(y) = ∆0θ(|y| − w/2) exp[isgn(y)φ/2] is the electrons’
pairing potential, φ being the phase difference between
the two superconductors. Here, U(x, y) is a random dis-
order potential having zero average and short-range cor-
relations, 〈U(r)U(r′)〉 = δ(r− r′)/(meτ), where τ is the
mean free time for disorder scattering in the bare 2DEG.
In writing the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) we have used
the Nambu basis, Ψ†(r) = [ψ†↑(r), ψ
†
↓(r), ψ↓(r),−ψ↑(r)],
where ψ†s(r) creates an electron in the 2DEG with spin
s at position r = (x, y). Accordingly, the sets of Pauli
matrices, σα=x,y,z and τα=x,y,z, operates on the spin and
particle-hole degrees of freedom, respectively.
To analyze the system numerically in the presence of
disorder, we use a lattice model and construct a cor-
responding tight-binding Hamiltonian. Both the topo-
logical invariant and the localization length can be ob-
tained from the scattering matrix between two fictitious
leads placed at x = 0, and x = Lx (and which extend
throughout the y direction). The scattering matrix is
calculated numerically in a recursive procedure which in-
volves gradually increasing the system’s length in the x
direction [17, 18].
Let r(ε) be the reflection matrix for electrons and holes
incident on the left at energy ε. The topological invari-
ant of the system is then obtained from the zero-energy
reflection matrix [19, 20], Q = det[r(ε = 0)], which in
the limit Lx →∞ takes the values 1 in the trivial phase
and −1 in the topological phase.
The localization length is obtained from finite-size scal-
ing of the zero-energy transmission probability matrix,
T (0) = 1 − r†(0)r(0). Except for the phase transition,
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Figure 1. (a) A planar Josephson junction, implemented in a
2DEG with strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling. Since the su-
perconductors are gapped for single-particle excitations, elec-
trons and holes are confined to the junction which then be-
comes a quasi-1D system. (b) The topological (blue) and
trivial (pink) regions in the φ–B plane for a clean system. In
the topological phase (Q = −1), the system supports zero-
energy Majorana bound states (MBSs) at each end of the
junction. (c) Zero-energy local density of states, N (x, y, 0),
in the topological phase, corresponding to the blue diamond-
shaped marker in (b). The MBSs at x = 0 and x = Lx are
clearly visible. (d) Effect of disorder. The Majorana localiza-
tion length, ξ, as a function of the disorder-induced inverse
mean free time, τ−1, for different points inside the topological
phase [see markers in (b)]. At weak disorder, the Majorana
localization length decreases. For stronger disorder the local-
ization length increases until eventually diverging, at which
point a phase transition to the trivial phase occur. Impor-
tantly, the critical disorder strength is substantially larger
than the energy gap of the clean system. Here, ξ is averaged
over a 100 disorder realizations. The parameters used in the
simulation are Eso = meα2/2 = 1, ∆0 = 1, µJ = µSC = 2.5,
EZ,SC = 0, lso = 1/meα = 0.2W , Wsc = W . In (b), the
system’s length is Lx = 90W . In (d), the mean-free time is
normalized by the overall gap in the clean system, Egap, which
is 0.032, 0.022, 0.008, and 0.004 for the red, blue green and
black plots, respectively. Similarly, the localization length is
normalized by that of the clean system, ξ0, which is 24W ,
36W , 93W , and 194W , in the same order.
the eigenvalues of T (0) decay exponentially with the sys-
tem’s length, Lx [21, 22]. The smallest exponent then
determines the localization length of mid-gap zero energy
states. In the topological phase, this defines the localiza-
tion length of the Majorana bound states, ξ. We extract
ξ from the finite-size scaling of T (0) as one increases Lx,
and average over many disorder realizations.
In Fig. 1(b) we present the phase diagram of the sys-
tem in the absence of the disorder, U(x, y) = 0, as a
function of EZ,J and φ, previously obtained in Ref. [13].
Thanks to the phase bias being a control parameter, the
3chemical potential need not be fine-tuned, and in fact
can be substantially larger than EZ,J while still keeping
the system in the topological phase. In the topological
phase, the junction hosts zero-energy Majorana bound
states (MBS) at the junction’s ends, as seen from the
zero-energy local density of states, N (x, y, ε = 0), pre-
sented in Fig. 1(c). The local density of states is ob-
tained from the Green function, calculated in a recursive
procedure as described in Ref. [23].
In Fig. 1(d) we introduce disorder to the system, and
present the Majorana localization length, ξ, as a func-
tion of disorder strength, represented by the inverse mean
free time of the underlying 2DEG, τ−1. The localization
length is calculated for different values of Zeeman field
and phase bias belonging to the topological regime, cor-
responding to the markers shown in Fig. 1(b). In all
cases shown, the localization length first decreases as a
function of τ−1, reaching a minimum which can be an
order of magnitude smaller than the localization length
in the clean system. This makes the Majorana bound
states more protected against perturbations that can po-
tentially couple them. When increasing disorder strength
further, the localization length eventually begins to in-
crease, diverging at the phase transition to the trivial
phase, shown by the vertical dashed lines. The phase
transition point is calculated as the point where Q = 0,
upon crossing from −1 to 1. Notice that in all cases, the
phase transition occurs at a critical disorder strength,
τ−1c which is much larger than gap of the clean system,
Egap. This behavior of ξ(τ) is very different from that of
the disordered p-wave SC [8, 9].
Low-energy model.— To understand the above re-
sults for the planar Josephson junction, we first consider
a more general model of a multi-channel TSC. This is
a 1D low-energy model of linearly-dispersing electronic
modes, φm(x), described by H = H0 +Hdis, with
H0 =
±N∑
m=±1
∫
dx
{
− ivmφ†m(x)∂xφm(x)
+
1
2
[
∆mφ
†
m(x)φ
†
−m(x) + h.c.
]}
,
Hdis =
∑
m,n
∫
dxei(kF,m−kF,n)xVmn(x)φ†m(x)φn(x).
(2)
Here each of the N conducting channels contains a right-
moving mode (m > 0) and a left-moving mode (m < 0)
[24], kF,m is the Fermi momentum of the m-th mode, vm
is the mode velocity, ∆m is a pairing potential in the m-
th channel, and Vmn(x) are scattering terms arising from
disorder, mixing the different modes [see Fig. 2(a)]. No-
tice that V ∗nm(x) = Vmn(x) due to hermiticity, and that
∆m = −∆−m due to the anticommutativity of the φm
fields. In the clean limit, the system is topological if N
is odd, and trivial if N is even. The Majorana localiza-
tion length (for odd N) is determined by the maximal
ξ0m = vm/|∆m|.
Such a model can arise as the low-energy description of
the planar JJ, Eq. (1). This is achieved by first solving
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2. (a) A low-energy description of the sub-gap exci-
tations confined to the planar Josephson junction. Due to
the finite width of the junction, W , there are generally sev-
eral occupied conducting channels, denoted here by 1, . . . , N .
The two superconductors induce pairing potentials ∆n in each
channel. (b) Diagramatic description of Andreev reflection
(AR) in the m-th channel. (c) In the presence of disorder,
another type of process contributes to the probability for AR;
an electron in the m’th channel can first scatter to the n-th
channel, perform AR in this channel, and then scatter back to
the m-th channel. The effect of disorder is determined by the
interference of the two processes. Depending on the relative
phases of the pairing potentials in different channels, and the
structure of the inter-channel disorder scattering, Vmn, the
effective superconducting gap can either decrease or increase.
This is captured by Eq. (6).
the Hamiltonian inside the junction (|y| ≤ W/2) in the
absence of coupling to the SCs, i.e., in the limit where
the reflection from the SCs is purely normal [see Fig. 3(a)
for an example], then linearizing the spectrum near the
Fermi points to obtain φm and vm, and finally consid-
ering the induced superconductivity in the form of the
pairing potentials, ∆m [18]. Such a treatment is justified
when the chemical potential is far enough from the bot-
tom of the band, compared to |∆m| and |Vmn|. The fact
that we only include intra-channel pairings is justified
whenever the energy mismatch, min(vn, vm)|kn − km|, is
large compared with the inter-channel pairing.
In the above model, Eq. (2), we assume that kF,−m =
−kF,m, v−m = −vm, and Vmn = V−m,−n. This will
indeed be the case in the planar JJ due to a reflec-
tion symmetry, σxH(−x, y)σx = H(x, y), present in the
clean limit [18]. The elements of the disorder matrix
are normally-distributed, with zero mean and short-range
correlations,
Vmn(x)Vmn(x′) = γmnδ(x− x′), (3)
where the upper bar stands for disorder averaging, and
γmn is related to the disorder-induced transition rate
from the m mode to the n mode, τ−1mn = |γmn/vn| [25].
While γmn is generally complex, in the case of the planar
JJ one can choose it to be real and positive, thanks to a
time-reversal-like symmetry, H∗(x,−y) = H(x, y), which
exists in the clean limit [13, 18]. We make this choice
here.
We seek to obtain a correction to the pairing poten-
tials, ∆m, in the form of the disorder self energy. To
4this end we examine the Nambu-Gor’kov Green func-
tion, Gmn(x− x′; iω) =
∫
dτe−iτω〈TτΦm(x′, 0)Φ†n(x, τ)〉,
where Φ†m = (φ†m, φ−m). In the absence of disorder, the
Green function is given, in momentum space, by
G0mn(q, iω = 0) =
−δmn
(vmq)2 + |∆m|2
(
vmq ∆m
∆∗m −vmq
)
. (4)
For weak disorder, we can obtain the self-energy within
the Born approximation [18],
Σm(q, 0) =
∑
n 6=m
|γmn|
∫
dp
2pi
ei
αmn
2 τzτzG
0
nn(p, 0)τze
−iαmn2 τz
=
∑
n 6=m
1
2τmn
ei[arg(∆n)+αmn]τzτx,
(5)
where αmn ≡ arg(γmn). Comparing with the unper-
turbed Green function, we see that the disorder changes
the effective pairing potential according to
∆effm = ∆m +
1
2
∑
n 6=m
1
τmn
ei[arg(∆n)+αmn]. (6)
Notice that the contribution of mode n to |∆m| depends
on the inter-channel scattering rate, τ−1mn, the scattering
phase, αmn, and on the relative phase between ∆m and
∆n. Importantly, disorder can either decrease or increase
|∆m| (and therefore increase or decrease ξm). The pro-
cess giving rise to Eq. (6) is depicted diagrammatically
in Fig. 2(b,c).
Disordered s-wave vs. disordered p-wave superconduc-
tor.— Given Eq. (6), let us now explore two special
cases of the multi-channel superconductor: (i) a single-
channel p-wave SC and (ii) a single-(spinful)-channel s-
wave SC. The distinctive behavior of these two cases will
then help us understand the non-monotonic behavior of
ξ for the disordered planar JJ, observed in Fig. 1(d).
The low-energy Hamiltonian of a single-channel p-wave
SC is obtained by setting in Eq. (2) N = 1 for the num-
ber of channels, with v1 ≡ vp, ∆1 = −∆−1 ≡ ∆p, and
τ1,−1 ≡ τp. Eq. (6) then yields
|∆effp | = |∆p| − 1/2τp. (7)
The localization length can then be obtained by ξp =
vp/|∆effp |, yielding the known result [8]
1/ξp = 1/ξ
0
p − 1/2lp, (8)
where lp = vpτp is the mean free path, and ξ0p = vp/|∆p|.
For a stand-alone single-channel s-wave superconduc-
tor there are no zero-energy end modes and ξ is the length
to which a single electron at zero energy penetrates the
superconductor before being reflected. The index m =
1, 2 corresponds to the two spin directions. The spin-
singlet nature of the pairing dictates ∆1 = −∆2 = ∆s
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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Figure 3. (a) An example of the low-energy electronic disper-
sion of the system obtained by considering only the junction
region (|y| < W/2), plotted here before being coupled to the
adjacent superconductors. The red arrows show the expecta-
tion value of the spin averaged over y,
∫
dy〈σ(y)〉. The mag-
nitude of the arrow depends on the variation of the spin along
y. The direction of the arrow indicate the direction of the spin
in the (xy) plane. (b) Upon introducing the superconductors,
and including the holes degrees of freedom, an induced gap is
opened in the corresponding Bogoliubov de Gennes spectrum.
For these parameters, the junction supports five transverse
channels, whose gaps are clearly visible. (c-d) Localization
length as a function of disorder in a p-wave SC, ξp (black
dotted line) and in an s-wave SC, ξs (black dashed line). Dis-
order causes the localization length to increase in the p-wave
case, and to decrease in the s-wave case. A multi-channel
TSC can be sometimes viewed as a combination of p-wave
SC and an s-wave SC. The overall localization length is de-
termined by the larger between ξp and ξs. Disorder generally
also creates coupling between the two types of modes, causing
an avoided crossing between ξp and ξs. (c) When the p-wave
gap, |∆p|, is larger than the s-wave gap, |∆s|, the overall lo-
calization length shows non-monotonic behavior as a function
of disorder strength (blue solid line). This is the situation in
the planar JJ studied here. (d) When |∆p| ≤ |∆s|, disorder
causes the localization length to increase monotonically, until
reaching a phase transition at a critical disorder 1/2τc = |∆p|.
This is typically the situation in topological superconductors
realized in Rashba wires [6, 16, 23, 26, 27].
and the spin-independence of the disorder forbids intra-
channel scattering and dictates τ−11,−1 = τ
−1
2,−2 = 0. Fur-
thermore, the two velocities are the same, v1 = v2 = vs.
Setting this in Eq. (6), we have
|∆effs | = |∆s|+ 1/2τ−1s , (9)
where τ11 = τ22 ≡ τs, and correspondingly
1/ξs = 1/ξ
0
s + 1/2ls, (10)
where ls = vsτs. Unlike the case of the single-channel
p-wave SC, the localization length in the s-wave case de-
5creases monotonically. We emphasize that the relative
sign change in Eq. (7), compared to Eq. (9), comes from
the fact that there is no scattering between opposite spins
and from the fact that pairing is of an s-wave spin-singlet
type. We note that while these results, Eqs. (8) and (10),
were obtained using a weak-disorder perturbative anal-
ysis, they are actually exact for the linearized model of
Eq. (2), as we show in the Supplementary Material [18].
Using the results of Eqs. (8) and (10), we can now un-
derstand the non-monotonic behavior of the Majorana
localization in the planar JJ, as observed in Fig. 1(d).
The low-energy part of the spectrum of sub-gap excita-
tions confined between the two superconductors may be
seen as coming out of superconducting pairing of sev-
eral low-energy modes. Figure 3(a) presents an example
of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), confined
within the junction under the assumption of full normal
reflection. The red arrows, representing the spin expec-
tation values of the modes, indicate that the outer chan-
nels (larger Fermi momentum) are largely spin polarized
due to the spin-orbit coupling, with opposite-momentum
modes having approximately opposite spins. For the in-
ner channel, the spin varies along the y–direction, result-
ing in a smaller expectation value.
Since electron pairing is induced by proximity-coupling
to an s-wave SC, the large-momentum channels, being
spin-polarized, behave as a s-wave SC, with a localiza-
tion length, ξs, which follows Eq. (10) and decreases with
disorder. The small-momentum channel, on the other
hand, is not spin-polarized, and allows for intra-channel
backscattering. Consequently this channel behaves as a
disordered p-wave SC, with a localization length, ξp, that
follows Eq. (8) and increases with disorder. The overall
localization length, ξ, of the system is then the larger
between ξs and ξp.
The behavior of ξ as a function of disorder depends
then on the relative size of the p-wave gap, |∆p|, and the
s-wave gap, |∆s|. Assuming, for simplicity, that τp ∼
τs ∼ τ , and that vs ∼ vp, we find that when |∆p| > ∆s|
the localization length decreases for weak disorder. As
disorder becomes stronger and the two gaps approach one
another scattering between the large-momentum and the
low-momentum channels causes “level repulsion” between
ξs and ξp [28], as depicted in Fig. 3(c,d), and the local-
ization length increases with disorder (blue solid line).
Notice that the critical disorder strength, 1/2τc = |∆p|,
can be much larger than the gap of the system in the
clean limit, |∆s|. If, on the other hand, |∆p| ≤ |∆s|, then
disorder causes the localization length to increase mono-
tonically, diverging at the critical disorder 1/2τc = |∆p|,
which is now the gap in the system.
In the case of the planar JJ, the gap of the large-
momentum channels is indeed the smaller one, as
is demonstrated in the BdG spectrum presented in
Fig. 3(b). For a junction that is not too narrow, the low
momentum gap is approximately the minimum of ∆0 and
hvF /W , while the large momentum gap is approximately
~2/2meW 2. This difference may be viewed as originating
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Figure 4. (a) Majorana localization length as a function of
disorder for a 2DEG coupled to an s-wave SC in two different
geometries. In the first geometry (blue), the smaller super-
conducting gap is at the large-momentum channels, while in
the second geometry (red) the gaps of the different channels
are of the same order. The system’s parameters are the same
as in Fig. 1, with EZ,J = 1, and with ∆0 = 1 and ∆0 = 0.25,
for the first and second geometries, respectively (The reduced
∆0 in the second geometry is necessary in order to put the
system in the topological phase). (b) Majorana localization
length for the planar Josephson junction [see Eq. (1) and Fig.
1(a)] for different ratios of the magnetic-disorder strength and
the potential disorder strength. The magnetic disorder is able
to couple opposite-spin modes. The rest of the system’s pa-
rameters are identical to those in Fig. 1, with φ = pi, EZ,J = 1.
from the motion of electrons of high-momentum almost
parallel to the SCs, such that their coupling to the SC is
weak. For this system, then, disorder may increase the
effective gap from the scale of ~2/2meW 2 to the scale of
the superconducting ∆0.
We test our understanding of the effect of disorder in
two ways. First, in Fig. 4(a) we compare the effect of
disorder on two geometries of superconducting proxim-
ity. In the first (blue), a strip of 2DEG is coupled to a
single SC from the side, similar to the planar JJ stud-
ied above. In the second, the superconductor is placed
above the strip. While in the former geometry the large-
momentum gap (the s-wave gap) is the smallest, giving
rise to a behavior similar to the planar Josephson junc-
tion, this is not the case in the latter geometry, resulting
in a monotonically-increasing localization length.
Second, we examine the effect of the suppression
of intra-mode back-scattering due to different spin-
polarizations of the left and right movers by consid-
ering the effect of magnetic disorder. We add to the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) a term Hm = Um(r)σz, where
Um(r) is a random field with zero average and corre-
lations 〈Um(r)Um(r′)〉 = γmθ(W/2 − |y|)δ(r − r′) [29].
Figure 4(b) presents the localization length of the MBS
in the planar Josephson junction for different values
of the ratio between magnetic and potential disorder,
β = γm/γ. Since magnetic disorder can scatter between
the opposite-spin states, the large-momentum channels
do not behave anymore as an s-wave SC, and instead are
more similar to a multi-channel p-wave SC [9–11].
6To summarize, we find that in a 1D topological
superconductor formed in a planar Josephson junction
weak disorder may enhance the localization of the Ma-
jorana zero energy modes. We assign this contribution
to the enhancing effect disorder has on the smallest gap
in the junction, which is the gap at large longitudinal
momentum.
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7SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Appendix A: Details of numerical simulations
In this section we present details of the numerical simulations whose results are summarized in Fig. 1 of the main
text. We begin by presenting the lattice model used for simulating the system. We then explain the procedure for
obtaining the reflection matrix and extracting the Majorana localization length.
1. The Lattice model
For the purpose of numerically simulating the planar Josephson junction [Eq. (1) of the main text], we replace it
with a model of a Nx ×Ny square lattice of lattice constant a, whose Hamiltonian is given by
HPJJ =
Nx∑
nx=1
Ny∑
ny=1
∑
s,s′∈{↑,↓}
{
[(Unx,ny − µny )σ0ss′ − EZnyσxss′ ]c†n,scn,s′ −
∑
d∈{±xˆ,±yˆ}
[t0σ
0
ss′ + iu(σss′ × d) · zˆ]c†n,scn+d,s′
+
1
2
[∆ny iσ
y
ss′c
†
n,sc
†
n,s′ + h.c.]
}
(A1)
where c†n,s creates an electron on site n = (nx, ny), Unx,ny = U(nxa, nya), µny = µ(nya), EZny = EZ(nya), ∆ny =
∆(nya), t0 = 1/2mea2, u = α/2a, Nx = Lx/a, and Ny = (2Wsc +W )/a. In the present work, we use t0 = 2.5.
2. The reflection matrix
We begin by rewriting the Hamiltonian in the following form
HPJJ =
Nx∑
nx=1
~ψ†nxhnx
~ψnx +
[
~ψ†nxV
~ψnx+1 + h.c.
]
, (A2)
where ~ψ†nx = (c
†
nx,1,↑, cnx,1,↑, c
†
nx,1,↓, cnx,1,↓, . . . , c
†
nx,Ny,↑, cnx,Ny,↑, c
†
nx,Ny,↓, cnx,Ny,↓) is a 1×4Ny vector of creation and
annihilation operators, and where {hnx}Nxnx=1 and V are 4Ny × 4Ny matrices.
We place two normal-metal leads, at x = 0 and x = Lx. The reflection matrix for electrons and holes incident from
the right is given by [30, 31]
r(ω) = 1− 2piiW †R[G−1Nx(ω) + ipiWRW
†
R]WR, (A3)
where WR ≡ √ρRV , with ρR being the density of states in the right lead, and GNx is the Green function matrix at
the right-most sites of the system, obtained through the recursive relation [17]
Gnx(ω) = [ω − hnx − V †Gnx−1V ]−1. (A4)
Here, Gnx(ω) is a 4Ny × 4Ny matrix for every nx (indices running over spin, particle-hole and ny), and G0 ≡ ρL/ipi,
with ρL being the density of states in the left lead.
3. Topological invariant and localization length
Given the reflection matrix, the topological invariant is given by [19, 20] Q = limNx→∞ det[r(0)], which takes the
value +1 (−1) in the trivial (topological) phase. As an example, in Fig. 5(a) we present det[r(0)] as a function of
system’s length, Nx, for four different disorder realizations, with increasing value of disorder strength. The rest of the
system parameters are as in Fig. 1 of the main text, with EZ,J = 1 and φ = pi.
To obtain the localization length, the transmission probability matrix is obtained through T (ω) ≡ t†(ω)t(ω) =
1− r†(ω)r(ω), where t(ω) is the transmission matrix, and we used the fact that the scattering matrix is unitary. The
Majorana localization length is determined by the decay of the largest eigenvalue of T (0). This eigenvalue is shown
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Figure 5. (a) The topological invariant, Q = det[r(ω = 0)] as a function of the system’s length, Nx = Lx/a, for different
disorder strength, characterized by the inverse mean free time of the bare 2DEG, τ−1. For all the disorder strength presented,
τ−1 = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 the system is in the topological phase. Each plot here corresponds to a single disorder realization. (b) The
maximal eigenvalue of the zero-frequency transmission probability matrix, T (ω = 0), for the three disorder strength values in
the topological phase. (c) The profile of the local density of states, integrated along the y direction, ρ(x)
∫
dyN (ω = 0, x, y),
for the different disorder strengths. The system’s parameter are the same as in Fig. (1) of the main text, EZ,J = 1 and φ = pi.
in Fig. 5(b) as a function of Nx for four different value of disorder strength. We then extract the localization length
by computing
ξ = a
∞∑
Nx=1
Tmax(ω = 0, Nxa), (A5)
where by Tmax(ω,Lx) we denote the largest eigenvalue of the transmission probability, for a system of length Lx.
Notice that for an exponentially decaying transmission, Tmax(0, Lx) = exp(−λLx), this indeed yields the decay
length, ξ = 1/λ, assuming the lattice spacing is taking to be small enough (a  ξ). In the simulations presented in
the main text we average ξ over a 100 realizations for every data point.
Finally, in Fig. 5(c) we present the x profile of the zero-energy local density of states, ρ(x) ≡ ∫ dyN (ω = 0, x, y),
for the four disorder realizations corresponding to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The local density of states, N (ω, x, y), was
calculated according to the method described in Ref. [23].
Appendix B: The analysis of the linearized multi-channel model
In the main text we have studied a linearized low-energy model describing a disordered multi-channel superconduc-
tor, Eq. (2), and performed a perturbative analysis of the disorder, which resulted in new effective pairing potentials,
Eq. (7). In this section we explain how this model can arise from a microscopic model, such as the planar JJ, Eq. (1),
and provide details regarding the calculation of the self energy which yielded the expression for the effective pairing
potentials.
1. Origin of the model
We start from the 2d model of Eq. (1) of the main text, and separate the system to two parts: the normal part
which is the strip defined by |y| < W/2, and the superconducting part, |y| > W/2. Following the Bardeen tunneling-
Hamiltonian approach [32], we then write the overall Hamiltonian as a combination of the three terms, describing the
normal part, the SC part, and the coupling between them,
H = HN +HSC +HN−SC, (B1)
where HN (HSC) is the Hamiltonian obtained by imposing hard-wall boundary conditions for |y| > W/2 (|y| < W/2).
This treatment is valid when the normal reflection at the N-S interfaces (y = ±W/2) is strong, such that the normal
part as weakly coupled to the SC. This is the case, in particular, for the high-momentum modes as they impinge
upon the N-S interface at large angles. Regardless of the above considerations, our numerical analysis shows that the
qualitative conclusions drawn from the low-energy model of Eq. (1) hold much more generally.
9We write the normal part, HN, as a combination as two terms,
HN =
∫
dx
∫ W/2
−W/2
dyΨ†(x, y)
[H0N(x, y) +HdisN (x, y)]Ψ(x, y), (B2)
where H0N describes the system in the clean limit, and HdisN = U(x, y)τz is the part coming from disorder. Our
treatment of the system is composed of two steps: (i) first we solve for H0N, and (ii) the disorder term and the induced
superconductivity are then projected onto the basis diagonalizing H0N.
The clean part of the Hamiltonian, H0N, is generally solved by a set of eigenstates,
~ϕν,kx(x, y) =
eikxx√
2pi
·
(
η↑ν,kx(y)
η↓ν,kx(y)
)
, (B3)
with corresponding eigen-energies, Eν,kx , and ν = 1, 2, . . . ,∞. Here, kx is the momentum in the x direction, while ν
labels the transverse channels.
a. Reflection Symmetry
The clean part of the Hamiltonian obeys the following symmetry,
σxH0N(−x, y)σx = H0N(x, y), (B4)
as can be checked by setting U(x, y) = 0 in Eq. (1) of the main text. The eigenstates can therefore be chosen to obey
ηsν,−kx(y) =
∑
s′=↑,↓
σxss′η
s′
ν,kx(y). (B5)
b. Conducting channels
Depending on the chemical potential, some of the bands labeled by ν will cross zero energy, Eν,kx = 0, for some
momentum kx. Due to the above reflection symmetry, these momenta will come in opposite-momentum pairs (except
for potentially a single Fermi point at , which can occur when the chemical potential is at the bottom of one of the
bands). The number of bands crossing zero energy, N , defines the number of conducting channels in the model.
Correspondingly, we label the Fermi momenta by kF,n, where n = ±1, . . . ,±N , and where kF,−n = −kF,n. Below we
will be interested only in the modes having momentum near kF,n.
c. Projection and Linearization
We first project the disorder part of the Hamiltonian onto the new basis. To this end, we first make the transfor-
mation
ψˆs(x, y) =
∫
dkeikxx
∞∑
ν=1
ηsν,kx(y)aˆν,kx , (B6)
where by definition, aˆν,kx creates an electron in the state described by ~ϕν,kx(x, y). Setting in Eq. (B2), one then has
HN =
∑
ν,kx
Eν,kx aˆ
†
n,kx
aˆn,kx +
∫
dx
∑
kx,k′x
ei(k
′
x−kx)x
∞∑
ν,ν′=1
∑
s
∫ W/2
−W/2
dyU(x, y)[ηsν,kx(y)]
∗ηsν′,k′x(y)aˆ
†
ν,kx
aˆν′,k′x . (B7)
Since we are concerned only with the low-energy modes, we can project out all the bands not crossing the Fermi
energy. Out of the sum over ν, this leaves us only with a sum over n = ±1, . . . ,±N. Furthermore, we can limit the
integral over kx to momenta close to the Fermi points, kF,n. This is done by defining the fields living close to the
Fermi momenta, aˆn,kF,n+q ≡ φˆn,q, where q ∈ [−Λ,Λ]. Finally, if the bottom of all the bands is far enough from the
Fermi energy (which we shall assume to be the case), then we can approximate the dispersions of the modes near the
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Fermi points by En,kx ' ∂kxEn,kx |kF,n · (kx − kF,n) ≡ vn(kx − kF,n), and take Λ → ∞. Note also that due to the
symmetry, Eq. (B5), one has v−n = −vn. Applying the above procedure to Eq. (B7), one has
HN '
±N∑
n=±1
∫
dqvnqφˆ
†
n,qφˆn,q +
∫
dx
∫
dq
∫
dq′ei(q
′−q)x
±N∑
m,n=±1
∑
s
∫ W/2
−W/2
dyU(x, y)[ηsm,kF,m(y)]
∗ηsn,kF,n(y)φˆ
†
m,qφn,q′
=
±N∑
n=±1
∫
dxvnφˆ
†
n(x)(−ivn∂x)φˆn(x) +
∫
dx
±N∑
m,n=±1
Vmn(x)φˆ
†
m(x)φˆn(x),
(B8)
where we have defined
Vmn(x) =
∑
s
∫ W/2
−W/2
dyU(x, y)[ηsm,kF,m(y)]
∗ηsn,kF,n(y). (B9)
Finally, we account for the coupling to the superconducting region. At least in principle, one can integrate out the
degrees of freedom of the SC region [4, 33]. This will result in induced pairing potential operating on the modes living
in the normal region,
H indN =
∫
dx
±N∑
m,n=±1
∆mnφˆ
†
m(x)φˆ
†
n(x). (B10)
Importantly, only pairing between modes of opposite momenta will open a gap at the Fermi energy. Assuming the
Fermi momenta, kF,m, are not degenerate (this will generally be the case when breaking SU(2) symmetry), we can
therefore omit all the pairing terms except for ∆m,−m ≡ ∆m. Combining with Eq. (B8), the Hamiltonian describing
the overall system at low energies is given by
H '
∫
dx
{ ±N∑
m=±1
[
vmφˆ
†
m(x)(−ivm∂x)φˆm(x) + ∆mφˆ†m(x)φˆ†−m(x)
]
+
±N∑
m,n=±1
Vmn(x)φˆ
†
m(x)φˆn(x)
}
, (B11)
which is the Hamiltonian introduced in Eq. (2) of the main text.
d. Properties of the disorder term
The new effectively-1D disorder potential, Vmn(x), is manifestly Hermitian, V ∗mn(x) = Vnm(x). Furthermore, due
to the symmetry, Eq. (B5), it obeys V−m,−n(x) = Vmn(x). From Eq. (B9), we can obtain the correlations of Vmn(x),
which are given by
〈Vmn(x)Vmn(x′)〉 = γmnδ(x− x′), (B12)
where we defined
γmn ≡ γ
∫ W/2
−W/2
dy
[
~η†m,kF,m(y)~ηn,kF,n(y)
]2
, (B13)
and where we have used the fact that 〈U(x, y)U(x′, y′)〉 = γδ(r − r′). Notice also that
〈Vmn(x)Vnm(x′)〉 = |γmn|δ(x− x′). (B14)
2. Derivation of the self energy
a. Gauging out the diagonal scattering terms
Starting from the low-energy Hamiltonian, Eq. (2) of the main text, we define the fields
φ˜m(x) = φm(x)e
i
vm
∫ x
−∞ dx1Vmm(x1). (B15)
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Inserting this definition into Eq. (2), we arrive at an identical Hamiltonian, except that now intra-mode scattering is
absent,
H =
∫
dx
( ±N∑
m=±1
{
vmφ˜
†
m(x)(−i∂x)φ˜m(x) +
1
2
[
∆mφ˜
†
m(x)φ˜
†
−m(x) + h.c.
]}
+
±N∑
m,n=±1
ei(kF,m−kF,n)xV˜mn(x)φ†m(x)φn(x)
)
,
(B16)
where,
V˜mn(x) ≡
{
Vmn(x)e
i
∫ x
−∞ dx1[
1
vm
Vmm(x1)− 1vn Vnn(x1)], m 6= n
0, m = n,
(B17)
and we have used the fact that Vmm(x) = V−m,−m(x). To leading order in the disorder strength, the correlations of
the new disorder term are unaltered,
〈Vmn(x)Vmn(x′)ei
∫ x
x′ dx1[
1
vm
Vmm(x1)− 1vn Vnn(x1)]〉 ' γmnδ(x− x′) +O(V 4). (B18)
b. Born approximation
We begin by rewriting the Hamiltonian in a BdG form
H =
∫
dx
∑
mn
(
φ˜†m(x), φ˜−m(x)
)
Hmn(x)
(
φ˜n(x)
φ˜†−n(x)
)
, (B19)
where Hmn(x) = H0mn(x) + Vmn(x),
H0mn(x) =
(−ivm∂x ∆m
∆∗m −iv−m∂x
)
δmn ; Vmn(x) =
(
V˜mn(x) 0
0 −V˜n,m(x)
)
eikmnx, (B20)
where kmn = kF,m − kF,n.
The diagonal elements of the disorder-averaged Green function are given by
〈Gmm(x, x′)〉 = G0mm(x, x′) +
∫
dx1G
0
mm(x, x1) 〈Vmm(x1)〉G0mm(x1, x′)
+
∫
dx1
∫
dx2
∑
n
G0mm(x, x1)
〈Vmn(x1)G0nn(x1, x2)Vnm(x2)〉G0mm(x2, x′) + . . . (B21)
Using Eqs. (B12-B14), and defining the phase αmn through γmn = |γmn| exp(iαmn), we can write
〈Gmm(x, x′)〉 = G0mm(x, x′) +
∫
dx1
∑
n
|γmn|G0mm(x, x1)ei
αmn
2 τzτzG
0
nn(x1, x1)τze
−iαmn2 τzG0mm(x1, x
′) + · · · =
=
∫
dq
2pi
eiq(x−x
′)G0mm(q)
{
1 +
∑
n
|γmn|ei
αmn
2 τzτz
∫
dq′
2pi
G0nn(q
′)τze−i
αmn
2 τz ·G0mm(q) + . . .
}
.
(B22)
From this one extracts the self energy to leading order,
Σm(q) =
∑
n
|γmn|ei
αmn
2 τzτz
∫
dq′
2pi
G0nn(q
′)τze−i
αmn
2 τz = −
∑
n
|γmn|
2vn
ei
αmn
2 τzτze
i arg(∆n)τxτze
−iαmn2 τz
=
∑
n
|γmn|
2vn
ei[arg(∆n)+αmn]τzτx,
(B23)
where we have used the expression for G0nn(q′) given in Eq. (5) of the main text. At low energies one can construct an
effective Hamiltonian describing the m-th channel, Heffmm(q) = H0mm(q) + Σm(q), where H0mm(q) is the Fourier space
representation of H0mm(x) defined in Eq. (B20). This then defines an effective pairing potential,
∆effm = ∆m +
1
2
∑
n
1
τmn
ei[arg(∆n)+αmn], (B24)
as appearing in Eq. (7) of the main text.
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c. Effective time-reversal symmetry
In the case of the planar Josephson junction, the expressions for the self energy and the effective pairing potentials,
Eqs. (B23) and (B24), can be simplified thanks to another symmetry. While the system breaks the usual time-reversal
symmetry due to the presence of a magnetic field, it nevertheless obeys (in the clean limit) an anti-unitary symmetry,
given by [13]
[H0N(x,−y)]∗ = H0N(x, y). (B25)
One can therefore choose the eigenstates to obey,
ηsν,−kx(y) = [η
s
ν,kx(−y)]∗, (B26)
and together with the symmetry of Eq. (B5) one has ηsν,kx(y) =
∑
s σ
x
ss′ [η
s′
ν,kx
(−y)]∗.
From this one can infer that γmn is real and positive,
γ∗mn = γ
∫ W/2
−W/2
dy
 ∑
s,s′,s′′
σxss′σ
x
ss′′ [η
s′
m,kF,m(−y)]∗ηs
′′
n,kF,n(−y)
2 = γ ∫ W/2
−W/2
dy
[∑
s
[ηsm,kF,m(y)]
∗ηsn,kF,n(y)
]2
= γmn.
(B27)
Appendix C: Solution by mapping to a normal disordered wire
In the main text we have used Eq. (6) to study two special cases: (i) the single-channel p-wave SC, and (ii) the
single-(spinful)-channel s-wave. While Eq (6) of the main text was derived under the assumption of weak disorder,
we here show that the results for the above special cases are exact. Inspired by the approach of Rieder et al. [9], we
use a mapping of these superconducting systems, at zero energy, to a disordered normal-metal wire, whose properties
have been previously studied [34–36].
1. The (spinless) single-channel p-wave superconductor
The linearized Hamiltonian for single-channel p-wave superconductor in the presence of short-range disorder is given
by
Hp =
∫
dx
{
− iv [R†(x)∂xR(x)− L(x)†∂xL(x)]+ ∆ [R†(x)L†(x) + L(x)R(x)]+ V (x) [R†(x)R(x) + L†(x)L(x)]+
+
[
V (x)e2ikFxR†(x)L(x) + h.c.
] }
.
(C1)
In terms of the notation used in Eq. (2) of the main text, φ1(x) = R(x), and φ−1(x) = L(x). The above Hamiltonian
can be written in the BdG form, Hp = 12
∫
dxΦ†(x)Hp(x)Φ(x),
Hp(x) = −iv∂xσz + V (x)τz + V ′(x)σxτz − V ”(x)σy −∆τyσy, (C2)
where here Φ†(x) = [R†(x), R(x), L†(x), L(x)], and V ′(x) = V (x) cos(2kFx), V ”(x) = V (x) sin(2kFx). The disorder
potential V (x) is described by the correlations 〈V (x)V (x′)〉 = γpδ(x− x′).
The localization length, at a given energy, can be obtained from the transfer matrix, M(x, ε), defined as the 4× 4
matrix obeying
Φ(x, ε) = M(x, ε) · Φ(0, ε), (C3)
where Φ(x, ε) ≡ ∫ dtΦ(x, t) exp (−iεt), and propagation in time is according to Hp. The localization length is related
to the transfer matrix through the eigenvalues of M†M , which in the localized phase take the form exp(±2λiL) when
L→∞, where {λi} are the so-called Lyapunov exponents [21, 22]. The localization length is then determined by the
slowest decaying exponent, ξ = 1/max{λi}
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Writing the Hamiltonian, Eq. (C2), as Hp = −ivσz(∂x +H1), the Schrödinger equation for Φ(x, ε) takes the form
∂xΦ(x, ε) = (iσzε/v−H1)Φ(x, ε), which is solved by Φ(x, ε) = Tx exp[iσzεx/v−
∫ x
0
dx′H1(x′)]Φ(0, ε), where Tx is the
path ordering operator. Namely the zero-energy transfer matrix from one side of the system to the other is given by
M(L, ε = 0) = Tx exp
{
1
v
∫ L
0
dx [−iV (x)σzτz + V ′(x)σyτz + V ”(x)σx + ∆σxτy]
}
. (C4)
The last term in the exponent, ∆τyσx, commutes with all other terms. Therefore, the transfer matrix decomposes
into two 2× 2 blocks, M±, where the ± refers to the eigenvalue of τyσx. These blocks are given by,
M±(L, ε = 0) = MN(L, ε = 0)e±∆L/v (C5)
where MN(L, ε) is the transfer matrix for a single-channel normal wire of linear dispersion.
The problem of a normal disordered wire has been solved elsewhere [34–36], and the resulting eigenvalues of
M†N(L, 0)MN(L, 0) read e
±2λNL, where 〈λN〉 →
L→∞
1/2l and its variance goes to zero. From Eq. (C5) we then conclude
that the four eigenvalues ofM†(L, 0)M(L, 0) are given by e±2(λN±∆/v)L, which means that the zero-energy localization
length for the p-wave SC reads
1
ξp
=
∣∣∣∣ 1ξ0p − 12l
∣∣∣∣ , (C6)
where ξ0p = v/∆, in accordance with Eq. (9) of the main text. While Eq. (9) was obtained from a perturbative
weak-disorder treatment, the calculation leading to Eq. (C6) is exact (within the linearized model).
2. The (spinful) single-channel s-wave superconductor
We now move on to a single spinful channel s-wave SC. The linearized Hamiltonian for such a system is given by
Hs =
∫
dx
( ∑
s=↑↓
{−iv [R†s(x)∂xRs(x)− L†s(x)∂xLs(x)]+ V (x) [R†s(x)Rs(x) + L†s(x)Ls(x)]+ [V (x)R†s(x)Ls(x) + h.c.]}
+ ∆
[
R†↑(x)L
†
↓(x) + L
†
↑(x)R
†
↓(x) + h.c.
] )
.
(C7)
We can write it in the BdG form Hs =
∫
dxΦ†(x)Hs(x)Φ(x),
Hs(x) = −iv∂xσz + V (x)τz + V ′(x)σxτz − V ”(x)σy + ∆τxσx. (C8)
where this time Φ†(x) = [R†↑(x), R↓(x), L
†
↑(x), L↓(x)]. This Hamiltonian resembles the p-wave BdG Hamiltonian of
Eq. (C2), except for the matrix structure of the pairing term, ∆. This difference comes from the fact that in the
p-wave case, the pairing potential switches sign when going from positive to negative momenta. Notice that even
though the s-wave SC is spinful, we could defined the BdG matrix, Hs, such that it would have the same size as Hp.
This is possible only because the disorder term in Eq. (C7) does not mixes opposite spins.
We can obtain an expression for the transfer matrix in exactly the same way as we did above for the p-wave case
[see Eq. (C4)]. This results in
M(L, ε = 0) = Tx exp
{
1
v
∫ L
0
dx [−iV (x)σzτz + V ′(x)σyτz + V ”(x)σx + ∆σyτx]
}
. (C9)
Unlike in the p-wave case, this time the pairing term, ∆τxσy, does not commute with the rest of the terms in the
exponent. Nevertheless, all terms in the exponent still commute with τyσx. We can therefore decompose M(L, 0)
into two blocks by going to the basis which diagonalizes τyσx. This is done by M˜(L, 0) = U†M(L, 0)U = M+ ⊕M−,
where U = 12 [1 + τz + σx(1− τz)]ei
pi
4 τx , and where
M˜± = Tx exp
{
1
v
∫ L
0
dx [−iV (x)σz + V ′(x)σy + V ”(x)σx ±∆σz]
}
. (C10)
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In the absence of ∆, the matrices M˜± both correspond again to the transfer matrix of single-channel normal
disordered wire (with linear dispersion). Importantly, we notice that ∆ enters in Eq. (C10) as an imaginary energy,
V (x)→ V (x)± i∆, namely
M˜± = MN(L, ε = ±i∆). (C11)
Namely, the zero-energy s-wave transfer matrix is mapped to two copies of a normal disordered wire at finite energy,
with the analytic continuation, ε→ ±i∆.
To perform the analytic continuation, we first use the Friedel sum rule. For the case of a single-channel normal wire,
it relates the reflection amplitude for a system with open boundary conditions, robc(L, ε) = eiϕ(ε,L), to the density of
states per unit length, ν(ε), through
ν(ε) = lim
L→∞
1
2piL
∂ϕ(ε, L)
∂ε
, (C12)
where robc(L, ε) is the reflection for an electron incident at x = 0, with a boundary condition Φ(x = L) = 0. For the
linearized model of the disordered wire, the density of states (in the thermodynamic limit) is constant, ν = 1/2piv,
yielding
ϕ(ε, L) = ϕ0(L) + εL/v, (C13)
The above reflection amplitude, robc, is related to the transfer matrix through(
robc
1
)
= MN(L, ε)
(
1
1
)
. (C14)
We write the transfer matrix of the normal wire using its polar decomposition [21, 22],
MN(L, ε) =
(
eiα 0
0 e−iα
)(
cosh(µ) sinh(µ)
sinh(µ) cosh(µ)
)(
eiβ 0
0 e−iβ
)
, (C15)
where the parameter µ is related to the Lyapunov exponent by µ = λNL, when L → ∞. From Eqs. (C14) and
(C15) we then conclude that robc = e2iα, namely α(L, ε) →
L→∞
α0(L) + εL/2v. Applying the same arguments
for an electron incident towards the left at x = L, with open boundary conditions at x = 0, one concludes that
β(L, ε) →
L→∞
β0(L) + εL/2v.
We can now perform the analytic continuation,
MN(L, ε→ i∆) =
(
eiα0 0
0 e−iα0
)(
e−∆L/v cosh(L/2l) sinh(L/2l)
sinh(L/2l) e∆L/v cosh(L/2l)
)(
eiβ0 0
0 e−iβ0
)
. (C16)
Finally, one computes the eigenvalues of MN(L, i∆)[MN(L, i∆)]†, which are given by
e±2 cosh
−1[cosh(L/2l) cosh(∆L/v)] −→
L→∞
e±2(1/2l+∆/v)L.
A similar results is obtained for MN(L,−i∆)[MN(L,−i∆)]†, so that altogether we get
1
ξs
=
1
ξ0s
+
1
2l
, (C17)
in accordance with the result of Eq. (11) of the main text.
